CASE STUDY

CHINA SPORT MEDIA COMPANY
China sport Media Company focuses on broadcast sport

our customer CHINA SPORT MEDIA
In the command center, the control room managers needed a solution that would allow all users to access various media production servers and they requested a KVM system to help control the multiple media production servers and the KVM system must be flexible and can adapt to a growing matrix system.
After testing, they chose kvm-tec MX Matrixline, the MX Matrixline embedded VGA support, USB memory, and Audio support, and can support up to 480 endpoint, and this enabled more efficient workflows, improved ergonomics, flexibility in setup, scalability in size, more systems on the same network, introduced multiple levels of redundancy and conquered previous distance limitations. This IP-based KVM solution directly benefits and connects every broadcasting function in the building. In addition, of course, kvm-tec MX Matrixline was the most obvious choice considering China Sports Media intention to go all IP.
What makes us special?

all kvm-tec innovations are in-house developments

development USB 2.0

video compression without latency

latency free 4K transmission 4:4:4@8bit per color

all extenders are compatible with standard network components up to 2000 endpoints